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  There are more operation management difficulties in Equipment Room
relocation project, which relates to the factors, such as technology, staff, cost and
time requirements. Influence of various factors and constraints make the
equipment room relocation project faces great risk, especially to the IDC
equipment room that relates to large amount of users and requires high real-time.
Once a mistake occurred in the process, it will make great communication fault
and bring tremendous business and economic loss to the users and carriers. Risk
management is one of the important problems in such important communication
operation management project.
 Firstly, the process and quality of the new equipment room construction are the
keys of risk management. Whether the construction can be completed in time, the
cost can meet the budget, and every parameter reach the standard will determine
the whole relocation project success or failure. Secondly, whether the equipment
transportation safe, network system shift smoothly are the key technical risk that
the project will face. Thirdly, after the relocation, the stable operation of the new
equipment room and users’ system, and sudden flow of emergency will be the
main operation risks.
 This thesis researches the risk management of Xiamen telecom IDC equipment
room relocation. It bases on the “Guide of Project Management” by PMI, and uses
the project risk management procedure and system as tools, which are applied to
solve the problems of the risk management of IDC equipment room relocation.
Through risk planning, risk identification, risk analysis, risk response, and risk
monitoring and other techniques to ensure the smooth implementation of the
project. The thesis is organized as follows: firstly, the workflow, organizational
structure, corporate culture, market strategy and the relationship between the













research methods, which relate to IDC relocation project are presented; secondly,
according to the definition of the risk of equipment room relocation, the relocation
risk and the likelihood of risks and consequences are discussed; thirdly, by using
evaluating the risk, top 20 risks based on risk identification standards are
identified; finally, the ideal risk control or mitigation program, and the
corresponding processes and contingency plans are presented.
 The project of relocation Xiamen IDC equipment room has completed.  Through
effective risk management, the project meets the customers and other units’
benefit, and the company also sets up good risk management procedure, clarifies
the responsibilities of related parties, which makes a example for further large-
scale operation maintenance activities. 
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